Two novel real-time software-based video coders, the software-based moving picture coder (SBMPC) and the popular video coder (PVC), are proposed in this paper. SBMPC uses the modified block truncation code and the newly proposed multiresolution-in-time sampling techniques, PVC uses the adaptive quantizer and the modified windowed Huffman-kind coder, to make both the coding speed and the compression ratio much higher than those of traditional video coders. By using the proposed coders, video quality and coding speed are good and fast enough for practical video applications. Since no compression hardwares are needed in the proposed video coders, the cost and complexity of developing multimedia applications can be greatly reduced.
Introduction
In multimedia applications, to efficiently compress the video data is one of the most important functions. Some existing video coding techniques, such as H.261[1], RM8 [2] and MPEG [3] , have been designed to compress video data by both reducing the spatial correlation through the transform coding, such as DCT [4] , and the temporal correlation through the DPCM [5] and motion compensation (MC) [6] techniques. One of the major problems of those techniques are the imposed high computational complexity, which inhibits those techniques for real-time applications especially by software.
In order to release the dependency of the video applications to expensive compression hardwares, two software-based video coders, the software-based moving picture coder (SBMPC) and the popular video coder (PVC), are proposed in this paper. In SBMPC, two new techniques, the modified block truncation code and the multiresolution-in-time (MIT) sampling, are used. The block truncation coding [7] (BTC) is considered as an edge-preserving algorithm for image coding and is a relatively fast algorithm as compared with the transform coding. In order to speed up SBMPC further, a modified version of BTC is proposed. In order to increase the compression ratio, the MIT sampling technique is adopted. The MIT sampling technique analyzes the temporal activity of the image sequence and assigns a higher sampling rate to the blocks which possesses higher degree of activity, and vice versa. By using these new techniques, about 20 to 25 compression ratio and about 14 frame/second compression speed can be obtained on an IBM P C for a color video signal with 128 x 128 frame size.
PVC combines the DPCM technique, the adaptive quantizer and the modified windowed Huffman-kind algorithm (which is a modified version of the windowed Huffman algorithm proposed in [8] ) to compress the video data. By using these techniques, PVC can compress the video data swiftly and efficiently. The range of the compression ratio of PVC is from several to hundreds. In the same picture resolution as used in SBMPC, the average compression ratio, peak SNR and the average frame rate are about 34, 30 dB, and 29 frame/second respectively. The picture quality of PVC is even better than that of MPEG coder, under the same picture resolution and therefore is good enough for commercial uses and is good especially for head-and-shoulder video applications. The coding speeds of both SBMPC and PVC are much faster than those of MPEG and are also fast enough to meet the real-time constraint of commercial video applications. Moreover, no block, ripple and blurring effects are produced by PVC. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing MC/DCT-based video coder, the block truncation code and the windowed Huffman coder, briefly. SBMPC and PVC are presented in sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 shows the experimental results. Conclusions, discussions and future works are addressed in section 6. In this section, the MC/DCT-based video coders, the block truncation code, and the windowed Huffman coder are reviewed briefly.
MC/DCT-Based Video Coder
The basic idea of MC/DCT-based video coders is to reduce the bit rate by using the source coding to remove the spatial and temporal redundancies, and using the entropy coding to remove the codeword redundancies. A typical source coder usually consists of a predictor and a transform coder. The prediction coder is used to remove the temporal redundancies, and the transform coder is used to remove the spatial ones. A typical entropy coder usually contains a run-length coder and a Huffman coder. The run-length coder encodes the zeros in succession of the quantized transform coefficients, and the Huffman coder represents the run-length coded tuples in the most compact form. The block diagram of H.261 encoder is shown in Fig. 1 .
Although MC/DCT-based video coders have the capability of encoding moving pictures with relatively high compression ratio and fair picture quality, the following problems of this coding scheme remain.
High computational complexity is required.
This is the major problem of MC/DCT-based video coders. Enormous operations are needed in order to perform the functions of the motion estimation and the DCT. Even though fast algorithms of MC and DCT are used, the processing is still too slow to be applied for real-time multimedia applications, by using software based MC/DCT video coders. Meanwhile, the hardware solution of the video coder also has the following disadvantages. (a) The cost of the compression chips is very expensive.
(b) The development of the device drivers is time consuming and not trivial.
(c) It is inconvenient to install, maintain, and upgrade video applications by using sophisticated compression chips.
2. Block effect exists.
Block Truncation Code
In BTC, an image is first divided into n x n nonoverlapping blocks, and then these blocks are quantized by a two-level block-dependent quantizer. Both the quantizer's threshold and the two reconstruction levels are adaptive in response to the local statistics within a block. An example of BTC is given in figure 2 . The advantages of BTC are listed below, and these are the reasons BTC was chosen as the basic kernel of SBMPC.
1. The coding speed of BTC is much faster than that of transform coding.
2.
The BTC is an edge-preserving coding algorithm.
Although the BTC has the benefits described above, there are some inborn defects existed in BTC and these are the reasons that why BTC can not be used directly in SBMPC:
1. It is not easy to adapt the compression ratio and the quality of BTC when the block size is fixed.
The modified BTC and MIT sampling, which are used in SBMPC system and will be introduced in section 3, are designed to overcome the limitations of BTC mentioned above.
Windowed Huffman Coder
The original idea of this algorithm was proposed in [9] [10] and a similar coding scheme applied to arithmetic coding was proposed in [ll] . The code tree of the windowed Huffman algorithm is constructed by adjusting the tree when the weight of a node is increased or decreased. The weight of a leave node in the windowed Huffman algorithm is the number of occurrences of the associated symbol in the limited past history. In windowed Huffman algorithm, a window with size n is used to store the most recently encoded n symbols. When encoding a symbol, the symbol is added into the window, then the weight of the corresponding node is increased, and the UpdateJncrease procedure, which is similar to the Update procedures of algorithm V [lO] and algorithm FGK [12] , is performed to adjust the windowed Huffman tree. When the window is full, the oldest symbol in the window is removed, the weight of the node is decreased, and the Update-Decrease procedure, which is similar to the Update procedure of residual Huffman algorithm[l3] , is performed to readjust the code tree. If the size of the window is selected properly, the coding efficiency of the windowed Huffman algorithm is the best among all static and dynamic Huffman algorithms.
Although the performance of the windowed Huffman algorithm is the best, the processing speed of the algorithm is not fast enough to meet the real-time constraint of video applications. It follows that some modifications to speed up the coding process is needed and the modified windowed Huffman-kind algorithm, detailed in section 4.5, is so obtained.
Software-Based Moving Picture Coder (SBMPC)
The goals of SBMPC system are to solve the time complexity problem of MC/DCT-based coder by proposing a new high-speed coding architecture instead of hardware chips solutions, and to obtain a high-quality compressed video with high compression ratio and edge-preserving (object-preserving) characteristics.
Modified BTC
In modified BTC, the input image is first segmented into 8 x 8 blocks and then the pixels within a block are subsampled. This subsampling process is necessary because it can both accelerate the computations and achieve higher compression ratio. Furthermore, a simplified algorithm is used for computing the quantizer's threshold and the two reconstruction levels for each subsampled block, and then the pixels are quantized by a two-level quantizer. The decoder of modified BTC reconstructs the quantized pixels, interpolates the pixels eliminated by the subsample process, synthesizes and generates the output image. The block diagram of modified BTC is shown in figure 3 .
The Blocker of the modified BTC is used for dividing the original image data O X ( n ) into blocks X ( n ) with size 8 x 8. These blocks are then sent into the Subsampler. Let X ( n ) and S X ( n ) denote the input and output data of Subsampler, respectively. The function performed by Subsampler is as follows:
In SBMPC, k is set to 3 so as to get the information of each horizontal and vertical scan lines. Figure 4 shows an example of the function performed by Subsampler.
The QP Decider are used to decide the quantizer's threshold QT and the two reconstruction levels RL (0) and RL(1) of the two-level quantizer. In order to accelerate the computation speed of QP Decider, the S X ( n ) , which is generated by Subsampler, is used instead of the original image blocks X ( n ) as the input of QP Decider. The parameters, Q T , RL (0) and RL (1) where k is the same as the one defined in Subsampler, and 6 j = 1 when f is true, otherwise, 6 j = 0.
The Decimator performs vertical and horizontal decimation functions, which are similar to the subsample function of Subsampler. These functions are defined as follows:
1. horizontal decimation function:
2. vertical decimation function:
where w is the width of the image block, 1. 1 returns the closest integer to r of the integers which are less than or equal to r . The Two-Level Quantizer quantizes the decimated image D X ( n ) output by Decimator. The quantizer's threshold QT defined by equation (2) is used for the quantization process. The bit-map B(n) output by the Two-Level Quantizer is defined by:
The bit-map B(n) is then multiplexed with the reconstruction levels R L ( 0 ) and RL(1) and sent to the modified BTC decoder.
In the modified BTC decoder, the Inverse Quantizer performs an inverse function of Two-Level Quantizer.
Because the image pixels reconstructed by the Inverse Quantizer are the decimated pixels, the pixels eliminated by the Decimator must be recovered-by the Interpolator.
Finally, the recovered izage blocks X ( n ) are synthesized into an output image O X ( n ) by the Image Synthesizer.
MIT Sampling
Although the compression ratio of modified BTC is higher than traditional BTC algorithms, it is not high enough to meet the bandwidth requirement of video coding. In order to obtain a higher compression ratio than the modified BTC, the MIT sampling technique is adopted. There are several observations which motivate the development of the MIT sampling technique. The observation 1 shows a trivial fact that most of the time redundancy can be removed by DPCM technique. When the image sequence is slow variant, the residual image obtained from the output of DPCM contains little information and can be discarded. When the image sequence contains a scene change or some objects in the image sequence move quickly, the residual image of the DPCM would contain a lot of information and must be coded by the modified BTC. The following observations can assist us to code these residual images more efficiently.
Observation 2 The residual images of DPCM are segmented into blocks in the SBMPC system. The activities of these residual image blocks are space-variant.
The activity ACT of an image block is defined as:
where the R L ( 0 ) When the objects in the video are moving, it is more important to trace the actions of the objects fast and clearly than to describe the contents of these objects in detail. Because the residual image blocks which contain a part of moving objects usually have higher ACT values than the blocks which contains a part of background -r I I image, the MIT sampler codes the higher activity blocks with higher sampling rate in the time axis and vice versa.
In SBMPC system, the MIT sampler is designed as follows. The residual image blocks are classified into several activity classes according to the activities of the blocks. If all the blocks within the same activity class are sampled at the same time instance, it will make the video sequence discontinuous. For this reason, instead of sampling these image blocks in time axis, the SBMPC system subsample the residual image blocks by block sequence. For example, if the sampling rate of some activity class is 3 blocks/sample then only the lst, 4th, 7th) . . .) blocks in the activity class are coded. In order to sample these image blocks fairly, the starting sampled block is randomly selected. That is, the MIT sampler samples the image block sequences '1, 4, 7, . . .', '2, 5, 8, . . .', and '3, 6, 9, . . .) with equal probability.
Combining the modified BTC and the MIT sampling techniques, SBMPC system can code the moving pictures with high coding speed and high compression ratio.
SBMPC System
The block diagram of SBMPC encoder is shown in figure 5. The input image is first partitioned into image blocks by Blocker. These image blocks are then sent into PCM and DPCM, simultaneously. For each input image block, two image blocks, one is the image block output from PCM and the other is the residual image block generated by the DPCM, are obtained. RL (0) 
Popular Video Coder (PVC)
The block diagram of PVC encoder is shown in Fig. 7 . In PVC, the input video sequence is organized as groups of frames (GOFs). There are four frame types within a GOF, which will be described in subsection 4.2, dequantized (reconstructed) and stored in Frame Buger, to be used as the reconstructed previous frame in encoding the next frame. The decoding process of PVC is similar to the reverse process of the encoder and its block diagram is shown in Fig. 8 . The following subsections will depict the function blocks of PVC in details.
Format Convertor
The Format Convertor converts the RGB components of pixels to YUV components. After the format conversion, the U and V components are then 4 to 1 subsampled.
The functions of format conversion are: 
Frame Type Controller
The Refresh Frame:
In R-Frame, the Frame Buffer is cleared, the Huffman table of Modified Window Hugman-Kind Coder is reset, and the quantization steps of the Adaptive Quantizer are set as similar to those in F-Frame. The type of the first frame in a GOF is always set as the R-Frame.
Fine Frame:
In F-Frame, the quantization steps are the smallest of all four frame types. Therefore, the picture quality of the F-Frame is the best of all.
Medium Frame:
In M-Frame, the quantization steps are larger than those in F-Frame.
Coarse Frame:
The quantization steps used in the C-Frame are the largest, and the picture quality of C-Frame is the worst.
The parameters to control the Frame Type Controller can be written as the vector F T : (GL, F L , M L ) , where GL indicates the length of GOF, F L sets the frame distance of two F-Better-Frames (where an F-Better-Frame is defined as an F-Frame or an R-Frame), and M L sets the frame distance of two M-Better-Frames (where an MBetter-Frame is defined as an M-Frame or an F-Frame or an R-Frame). The number of C-Frames between any two other type frames is equal to M L -1. A typical organization of GOF is shown in Fig. 9 , and the vector FT is chosen to be (12,6,3).
Run-Length Encoder
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The Run-Length Encoder represents the quantized values as the run-length tuples RL(Z, V ) , where Z indicates the length of zeros in succession, and this zero run is followed by a quantized value V .
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Adaptive Quantizer
The Adaptive Quantizer quantizes the Y, U and V components output by the DPCM. The quantizer is controlled by two parameters: the step size S and the dead zone size Z . Following is the function of Adaptave Quantizer:
The Inverse Quantizer reconstructs the signal x from the quantized value Q(z). After the quantized signal is encoded as the run-length tuples, these tuples are then represented in more compact form by using Huffman code[l4] . Usually, the probability distribution of each symbol is time variant; hence, the concept of the windowed Huffman algorithm[8] is applied. In order to speed up the coding process to meet the real-time constraint, Modified Windowed HuffmanKind Coder modifies the Initial and the Update procedures of [8] , which are used to construct and adjust the Huffman codetree, respectively.
The maximum run-length used in Run-Length Encoder is 15 such that 4 bits are needed for representing each run-length. The range of a quantized value in Adaptive Quantizer is from -7 to 8 such that 4 bits are needed to represent it, too. In PVC, the two fields of a runlength tuple R L ( Z , V ) are combined as an 8-bit symbol. That is, the alphabet size of Modified Windowed Huffman-Kind Encoder is 256. In order to simply the encoding procedure, the concept of the length-limited Huffman code[15] [16] is used. In order to speed up the process of code tree reconstruction, a simplied version of the Construction procedure is adopted in PVC. The maximum code length of encoded symbols is limited to 12 bits.
The encoding process of Modified Windowed HuffmanKind Encoder is briefly described as follows. Before encoding each symbol, the encoder first checks whether it is the time to reconstruct the Huffman codetree. If time is up, the encoder calls the Construct-CodeTree procedure to reconstruct the Huffman codetree. In PVC, the Huffman codetree is reconstructed for every three frames. After the reconstruction process, the next input symbol is encoded by the Encode procedure and the code 
Experimental Results
This section shows several experiment results. In these experiments, the resolution of each image is 128 x 128, the pixel format is 15 bits/pixel where R, G, B fields respectively occupy 5 bits. In SBMPC, the THpID and RMIT are respectively set to be -1 and 2000 in these experiments. In PVC, the A& vectors are fixed as (3, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) , (2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) , (2,2,2,2,0,0) and ( 2 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 1 ) in R-Frame, F-Frame, M-Frame and CFrame, respectively. We run PVC on a PC/486-33 under MS-DOS 5.0 operation system. The distortion measurement function used in the following experiments is the weighted sum of peak-to-peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of the RGB components. The distortion function is defined as:
31'
PSNR = lOXlog10 In order to evaluate the coding speeds of SBMPC and PVC, two time intervals are measured. One is the gTOSS coding time including the frame grab time, encoding time, transmission (saving) time, and the time interval for playing back to the display. The other is the net coding time including the encoding time and the transmission time only. In SBMPC, the average gross coding time is 141 ms/frame and the average gross coding speed is about 7 frame/sec. The average net coding time is 72 ms/frame and the average net coding speed is about 14 frame/sec. In PVC, the average net coding time is 34.617 ms/frame which results in an average net coding speed about 29 frame/sec. The average gross coding time is 58.926 ms/frame which results in an average gross coding speed at about 17 frame/sec.
The first experiment shows the effects caused by adjusting the parameter THpID of SBMPC. In this experiment, the T H P I D varies from -3 to 3. Table 1 shows the DPCM utilities, the average compression ratios, and the average peak SNRs with respect to these distinct THpID values. The second set of experiments is to evaluate the PSNRs and average compression ratios of the PVC by changing the value of F L , where the values of RL and ML respectively are set to be 256 and FL/3. In these experiments, two average compression ratios are evaluated. One is the average compression ratio (ACR) of the entire video sequence, and the other is the average communication compression ratio (ACCR) of the video sequence except the refresh frame. In communication ap- plications, the refresh frames are only used to initialize PVC and to recover from transmission errors. They only affect the setup time of PVC, and will not add any traffic load to the network in normal status. Therefore, for communication applications, to evaluate ACCR is more meaningful than to evaluate ACR of PVC. Fig. 11 shows the PSNRs, ACRs and ACCRs of encoding the salesman and Chinese girl sequences. These figures show that the larger the F L is, the lower the average PSNR and the higher the ACCR would be. The final experiment is to compare peak SNRs (PSNRs) to those of SBMPC, PVC and MPEG coders for encoding the salesman sequence. As the experimental results shown in figure 12 , the PSNRs of PVC are even higher than those of MPEG coder. The original video sequence and the sequences encoded by SBMPC, PVC and MPEG coders are shown in figure 13.
Conclusions, Discussions and Future Works
This paper presents two novel software-based video coders, the software-based moving picture coder -r-i (SBMPC) and the popular video coder (PVC). SBMPC uses the modified BTC and MIT sampling techniques; while, PVC simplifies the MC/DCT-based video coders to meet the real-time constraint of video applications. PVC also modifies the quantizer and the Huffman coder to achieve high compression ratio with good picture quality.
As the results shown in previous section, the coding speed and the picture quality of PVC are the best of all. The advantages of the SBMPC are that it is easy to be implemented, and the quality of the scene changed pictures is better than that of PVC. The picture quality and the coding speed of the proposed coders are suitable for the commercial multimedia applications. By using SBMPC or PVC as the video coder, both the cost and the complexity of developing, maintaining, and installing of video applications can be greatly reduced.
When the computation power of PC is increased in the future, the performances of PVC and SBMPC can be improved in several ways. First, the windowed Huffman algorithm [8] can be completely applied to encode the data more compactly. Second, some simple and fast motion estimation algorithm can be used to remove the temporal redundancies further. Third, some fast transform algorithms can be used to remove the spatial redundancies. Fourth, entropy coding can be introduced into SBMPC system to encode data more compactly. Finally, the frame rate can be increased and the frame size can be enlarged.
